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The ceremony began with a welcome address delivered by Professor Remigiusz 
W tgrzynowicz, Rector of the Academy of Agriculture who said: 

''May today's ceremony, whereby the highest academic honour is being conferred 
upon Dr. Zbigniew Kabata, be an expression of the noblest values manifested through 
creativity which serves the mankind and may it be also an expression of international 
cooperation. 

While working on the Canadian soil, Dr. Kabata contributes to the humanity as 
a whole because science and its results belong to everybody. May then the conferral 
of the highest academic honour to a Pole in his home country mean that the Father
land respects its sons promoting its good nmne. 

While conferring the honour to a Pole who has got a chance to develop his in· 
tellectual potential on the Canadian soil, we send our thanks to the Canadian people". 

Subsequently, the Doctorate Promotor, Professor Eugeniusz Grabda, delivered 
a speecll in which he presented Dr. Kabata's profile: 

"Dr. Zbigniew Kabata was born in Jare:micze in the eastern part of Poland. When 
he was 14, his schooling came to a sudden halt due to the outbreak of World War H. 
Soon, at the age of 17, motivated by the desire to fight the invaders, he joined the 
military guerilla (the "Jtdrusie") operating in the Swii:tokrzyskie Mountains and, 
:mcknmned "Bobo", fought together with his detachment near the towns of Kieke, 
Opatow, and Sandom.ierz, earning the highest respect of his superiors. At the same 
time, he did not neglect his education and graduated from an underground mmtary 
school. As a fighter, he participated in the most difficult and dimgerous missions, 
like those aimed at freeing German prisoners in Kieke, Opat6w and other towns. 

Once the war in Poland was over, Dr. Kabat.a, threated by arrest and imprisonment, 
managed to escape through the tightly sealed borders to Italy and joined the Polish 
army there, com.:mlll.lded by General Wiadysiaw Anders. Un ill the war was over, 
he commru1ded a detachment of machine gunners. 

After the war, he moved to Aberdeen, Scotland, enrolled in a school for fishermen, 
and within 1948-1951 worked on board fishing trawlers belonging to the North 
Star Fishing Co. After illll accident from which he escaped with a broken leg he had 
to qwt going to sea. 

In 1951, at the age of 27, he gra.duated from the University of Aberdeen as Bachelor 
of Science 1 Class; subsequently, he earned his Ph.D. and D.Sc. (in 1966). 

For 12 years since 1953 he had been working at the Marine Laboratory of the 
Dep!U1:ment of Agriculture and Fisheries for Scotland in Aberdeen where he set up 



a still active marine parasitological laboratory. He himself focused on parasitic co

pepods, becoming an acknowledged expert in the group. He described 102 new 

copepod species belonging to 22 genera. His numerous scientific papers were pu· 

blished in 15 countries. His opus magnum is the book on "Parasitic Copepoda of 

British Fishes" published in London in 1976, containing 476 pages and 199 original 

drawings. Another significant works are "Crustacea as enemies of fishes" published 

in 1970 and "Parasites and diseases of fishes cultured in the tropics" (1985). One 

cannot fail to mention Dr. Kabata's activity as a translator: he translated several major 

works of eminent Russian parasitologists. 

In 1967, Dr. Kabata was invited to Canada to head the Parasitological Laboratory 

in Nanaimo, British Columbia where he spent many years. Within 1975-1982 he 

headed the Marine Fisheries Division employing a staff of 70 and dealing with 

Canadian Pacific waters. Since 1977, he has been an advisor to the National De

velopment and Research Centre, a Canadian institution for promotion of research. 

Since 1980, he has been adjunct professor at the Simon Fraser University in 

Burnaby, (British Columbia). In 1984, Department of Fisheries and Oceans appointed 

Dr. Kabata the scientific senior for the Pacific. For 11 years was Dr. Kabata a chair· 

man of his home institution, the Marine Station at Nanaimo. 

Within 1984-1987, Dro Kabata served as a President-founder of the World Asso

ciation of Copepodologists; since 1986, he has been a member of the International 

Commission for Scientific Nomenclature. He acted as advisor to several Ph.D. students 

at 8 universities. 

For his achievements, Dr. Kabata has been presented with a number of awards 

and distinctions, such as the Wardle Medal (Parnsitological Section, Canadian Zoolo

gical Society), the Polish Parasitological Society Medal, the Konstanty Janicki Medal 

{1984); Polish Parasitological Society; honorary memberships of the British Parasi· 

tological Society (1984), honorary membership of Polish Parasitological Society 

(1991 ), and the Canadian Zoological Society (1992). 

Dr. Kabata's contribution to science puts him in the forefront of the scientific 

community. As a man, patriot, and scientist of a worldwide fame, he has earned our 

deepest respect the expression of which is the Honorary Doctorate conferred upon 

him today. The event will be remembered as a milestone in the history of the Aca

demy of Agriculture in Szczedn". 

The Latin words on the Honorary Doctorate diploma for Dr. Kabata were read 

by Professor Aleksander Winnicki, whereupon the Promotor handed the diploma to 

Dr. Kabata to the accompaniment of "Gaude Mater Polonia", a Polish 13th century 

anthem sung by the student choir. 

Professor Waldemar Ostrowski representing the District Chapter of the World 

Association of the Land Army Soldiers, deliyered an address of a very particular 

nature: 
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Q F. F F. Q. S. 

SUMMIS AUSPIC!IS SERENISSIMAE REI PUBLICAE ·POLONAE
N O S  

ACADEMIAE AGRICULTURAE STETINENSIS 
RECTO R MAGNI FICUS 

ET  

COLLEGII PROFESSORUM FACULTATIS RERUM PISCARIARUM DECANUS
ET 

PRDMOTOR RITE CONSTITUTUS
COMMUNI OMNIUM A CADEMIAE ORDI NUM CONSENSU

IN 

VIRUM OOCTISSIMUM, ILLUSTRISSIMUM ATQUE HUMANISSIMUM

SBIGNIEVUM K AB ATA 

PHILOSOPH!AE ET SCIENTIARUM NATURALIUM DO CTOREM 
MULTARUM INTERNATIONALIARUM SOCIETATUM SCIENTIARUM SOCIUM 

INTERNATIONAL! COPEPODOLOGORUM SOCIETATIS CREATOREM AC PRAESIDENTEM 
OMNIBUS HOMINIBUS LITTERATIS MAGISTRUM BENEVOLENTISSIMUM ATQUE AMICISSIMUM

COGNOSCENDO PRAECLARA EIUS PRO HAC ACADEMIA ET SCIENTIA POLONA MERITA 
DE DOCTRINAE ICHTHYOPARASITOLOGIAE STUDIIS PROMOVENDIS EXPLORANDISQUE 

QUI IN PLURIMIS OPERIBUS PISCIUM PARASITUM NATURAM INVESTIGANDO EXPL/CAVIT, 
DEINDE IN L/BRIS .. Parasitic capepodo of British fishes" ET .. Crustacea as enemies 

of fishes" INSC.RIPTUM EST VALDE OOCTRINAS AMPLICAVrf 
QUI PRECIPUE VARIATIO�JES ET ABUNDANTIAM ICHTHYOPARASITOFAUNAE SUMMA CUM

DILIGENTIA PRAECLARISSIMAE MENSUS EST ET DOCTRINAE QUAE 
COPEPODOLOGIA APELLANTUR FIRMA IN MUNDO FUNDAMENTA POSUJT 

QUI OE REBUS NATURALIBUS VERUTANDIS INVESTIGANDISQUE 
DENIQUE DE BENEVOLENTIA EIUS OMNIBUS NOTA ERGA VIROS OOCTOS HABITA

QUI ETIAM 
ICHTHYOPARASITOLOGORUM MUND! PRINCEPS 

OPT/ME MERITUS EST 

HONORIS CAUSA OOCTORIS 

NOMEN ET HONORES, !URA ET PRIVILEGIA CONTULIMUS, IN EIUSQUE REI FIDEM HASCE 
LITTERAS ACAOEMIAE SIGILLO SANCIENDAS INSIGN/MUS 

RAIMUNDUS TRZEBIATOWSKI REMIGIUS WEGRZYNOWICZ EUGENIUS GRABDA 
H.T. DECANUS H.T. RECTOR MAGNIFJCUS PROMOTOR RfTE CONSTITUTUS 

Ji-i� �-;;��.�'� � .��� .. - --
----

1 �, � ,,,.-

DATUM STETINI, DIE SEDECi{�ENSIS APRILII. ANNO MILLESIMO NONGENTESIMO �JONAGESiMO TERTIO

II _.,..�-----��;,..-""""......,"' _,_-� 
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"On behalf of the Szczecin District Chapter of the W odd Association of the Land 
Army Soldiers I have the honour and pleasure to welcome today in Szczecin not only 
a scientist known world wide, but also a magnificent patriot and former partisan 
who, when the times demanded it, dropped everything to serve his Country. 

Professor Kabata, son of a Polish Army career officer, attended a military boys 
college in Lwow before the war. Having taken an interest in sailing, he sailed the 
high seas on board the yacht "Zawisza Czarny". The whirls of war brought him to 
the Kieke area where he met Wladyslaw Jasinski, a Tarnobrzeg secondary school 
teacher and a legendary former of the military guerilla detachment "Ji;drusie". 
The "J�drusie" had their origin in "Odwet" ("Revenge"), an underground military 
organization set up as early as in October 1939. In spring 1941, barely a year after 
Major Huba! troops' activities, the detachment was the first partisan group to engage 
in the guerilla warfare. The 17-years-old Zbigniew Kabata was among the detachment 
members. The detachment operated near Tarnobrzeg, Mielec, Sandomierz, Opatow, 
Busko and Poianiec. Its force soon grew in numbers to reach more than 200 fighters 
and its fame reached south to Nowy Sijcz, Przemysl, Sandomierz, and Kieke. The 
old people in the area still tell stories about the "grey people from the woods". The 
successes of the detachment were intertwined with defeats and tragedies such 
as the death of "J�drus", the commander, in a fight with Germans in 1943. The 
detachment, however, carried on undaunted, proving to the suffering nation and to 
the world that Poland was still alive and fighting! Soon the "J�drusie" destroyed 
German prisons in Mielec and Opatow; in that second assault, the charge was led 
by Dr. Kabata who is with us today. 

Dr. Kabata was a troubadour and poet of the detachment. I have with me a book, 
an antology of underground songs of the fighting Poland; the book contains four 
songs written by Zbigniew Kabata. 

Ladies and Gentlemen, let me take a liberty of referring to a personal experience. 
As a young Land Army soldier, I was 16 years and 3 days old when I joined the 
Warsaw Uprising. I marvel at how strange the histories of individual Poles unfolded. 
Not willing to become a German POW, I set forth, along with a group of 6 thousand 
(the Kampinos division), to the Swi1;tokrzyskie Mountains, to join forces with the 
Land Army troops there. However, during the Jaktorow battle our detachment 
was defeated. Determined to fight on, I managed to get to Cz�stochowa to the 
commanding officer who dispatched me to J�drzejow, to "J�drusie". In this way, 
at the end of 1944, our paths crossed. 

Dear Friend Zbigniew, may I have the honour of presenting you with a replica 
of our armband worn during the Warsaw Uprising. The lettering on it had changed: 
instead of AK (Armia Krajowa, the Land Army) you see WP (Wojsko Polskie, the 
Polish Army), printed on the armbands since l August 1944. Take this armband as 
a symbol, please; as you remeber, we usually wore uniforms and helmets intercepted 
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from German troops and it was the armbands only that set our appearance apart 

from that of the enemy. I would like you to take also this medal of the Warsaw 

Uprising Fighters Club, minted here in Szczecin; it has the Land Army cross on one 

side and the words ''Warsaw Uprising Fighters Club" and the Szczecin coat of arms 

on the other. 

The new Honorary Doctor delivered a short lecture. 

Your Magnificence, members of the Senatus and the Faculty, gentlemen of my pro· 

motion committee, representatives of other institutions and local authorities, dear 

graduates and students, dear guests, colleagues and friends. 

Almost half a century ago, 48 years to be precise, I was forced to leave my country. 

This was not a voluntary act on my part. I was not tempted by distant horizons, 

I did not seek an easier life. There was simply no other way out for me. The years 

I spent as a guemlla soldier of the Home Army had earned for me the title of a 

"reactionary dwarf with spittle on his chin". Men wearing familiar, Polish uniforms 

declared me an "enemy of the people". As a son of the Army of the Second Republic, 

I was brought up in an acute awareness of the principles governing the conduct of 

a soldier. One of these principles demands that a soldier, whose unit was destroyed, 

make every effort to join the nearest detachment still in existence. There was not 

the slightest doubt for me that, following the disbanding of the Home Army in January 

1945, the nearest detachments of my forces were in northern Germany and Italy. 

To reach them, one had to cross = quite illegally - several borders and travel through 

several countries, without any documents, without money, even without the ne

cessary information. Using the infallible method of ''heads or tails" I made the 

choice between General Anders's Italy and General Maczek's Germany. Italy won. 

With a feeling of humiliation caused by the necessity of hiding from Polish soldiers, 

a feeling that is still with me, I crossed the border to Czechoslovakia and embarked 

on a journey that led me under free Polish banners and was to lead me - as I firmly 

believed - back home, arms in hand, within two years. Little did I know that I was 

aHhe start of an odyssey that was to take almost half a century. 

I left the country as a young guerrilla soldier of the Home Army, still under the 

sway of the recent experience of war. You have before you today an old man, who, 

having spent most of his life abroad, laboriously searches for appropriate Polish 

words, full of feelings that I won't try to analyse or express. The contrast between 

that young soldier and the old biologist before you is too obvious to call for comments. 

A Polish institution of higher education, here in the ancient Polish Royal Borough 

of Szczeci:n, decided to bestow upon me an honorary degree. I accept this great 
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honour as a sign that you still claim me as you:'.' own., that long decades of absence 

have not displaced me beyond the margins of Polish life. How can I express my 

gratitude to you all who in this way have repaid me for that feeling of humiliation, 

of undeserved wrong, for years of exile. I doubt if I could. X ask you, however, to 

believe me that I am deeply grateful and that the honour that becomes mine today 

will ever remain for me a highlight of my life. 

I have no intention of boring my listeners by expounding on the circumstances 

that made me a professional parasitologist, specialising in the parasites of fishes. 

The fact that I had spent over three years as a deep-sea fisherman undoubtedly had 

a lot to do with it Be that as it may, I devoted an my professional life to parasitology 

and it was my work on the parasites of marine fishes that has gained for me the good 

will of the Szczecin Academy. 

The news that the Agricultural Academy in Szczecin had generously honoured 

me by including me among the illuminati told me also that this honour would requ.l.re 

a certain effort on my part. Besides the obvious effort of flying across half of the world 

to be here, it imposed on me the obligation of giving this inaugural lecture. The 

English language has a saying: "Sing for your supper". No sooner said than done, 

Here I am, for the first time in my life standing before Polish listeners and for the 

first time trying to put in Polish words my lifelong fascination with parasitic or� 

ganisms that most people view with distaste at least. After all, what can be worse 

than finding a worm in a fish? Only finding half of a worm. 

From its very beginning my modus vivendi with fish parasites was based not only 

on attempts to understand them but also on efforts to devise methods that would 

put them to work on behalf of fisheries. This is not as improbable as it sounds. The 

presence or absence of parasites in or on fishes can serve as an indicator of dis· 

tinctness of the stocks of commercial fishes. It can be used to trace their migrations, 

to reveal details of their biology, even of their phylogenetic past. 

I would like to cite only three examples illustrating my assertion. On the west 

coast of Vancouver Island, the island on which my Institute is located, a wedge 

of the sea cuts deeply inland. Three streams flow into this fjord-like inlet, known 

as the Albemi Inlet, streams taking their origins from three separate lakes. Each 

of these lakes is inhabited by a population of salmon belonging to the species 

Oncorhynchus nerka. One of these pupulations is much larger than the other two. 

Each year, having spent several years feeding in the open spaces of the Pacific, 

these three populations return to their native waters to spawn. They enter the Albemi 

Inlet as one mixed mass of fish. This migration presents a serious problem for our 

managers, who are entrusted with the rational regulation of fishing these three 

stocks. How is one to distinguish them? All these fish belong to the same species, 

are of similar size and condition. One must, however, distinguish them. Fishing th-ese 

three stocks without knowing in what proportions they are present could result in 

the complete destruction of the smaller populations. 
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The problem was given to my Institute to solve and eventually landed on the 
parasitologists' desks. Scratching their heads (if I took my cap off you could see the 
effects of this scratching on my hair), and after some deliberations they solved it, 
naturally with the aid of parasites. Having studied the parasite fauna of the three 
populations, they discovered that the largest of them is infected with a protozoan 
parasite so well adapted that, in spite of dwelling in the brain of its hosts, it appears 
to cause them no harm. The infection is 100%. The smaller stocks are free of this 
parasite; one of them caries another parasite species under the skin. In other words, 
all these stocks are equipped with built-in passports, identifying their members. 
Having discovered it, it was easy to find a method that would allow one to determine 
the proportions in which the three populations were represented in the migrating 
mixed stock of salmon. Timely sampling and quick examination allowed the managers 
to be informed soon enough to given them a rational. basis for the regulation of this 
fishery. As far as I know, this is the first ever example of using parasites for practical, 
everyday regulation of this type. 

The second example belongs to a very rare category of using a parasite as a 
witness in a forensic case. One of our Native fellow citizens was apprehended in 
possession of illegally caught salmon by Royal Mounted Police (which, incidentally, 
is not very royal and even less mounted). The unfortunate poacher vehemently 
denied having caught the fish in an out-of-bounds locality. The officers were helpless, 
because they were unable to disprove what he said. At this point parasites came to 
the assistance of the guardians of law and order. The salmon arrived in our Institute. 
Having examined its parasite fauna, we ascertained beyond a reasonable doubt 
that our poacher and truth were far apart. The fish carried a parasite that was known 
to be absent from the alleged locality oc capture. The poacher was unable to refute 
the testimony of the parasite, was duly tried and sentenced. 

The third example, less applied but of higher academic interest, concerns hake, 
a fish well known to most here present. It deals with a problem of the locality of 
origin of the genus Merluccius, the hake. At the basis of our investigation was the 
assumption that the longer a given fish species inhabits any locality, the greater 
is the number of specific parasites it acquires. I mean specific to it, and it alone. 
Once the fish leaves its "Urheimat", it begins to lose its specific parasites and acquire 
others, usually taken from other fish and not exclusively specific to it. 

Using parasites as indicators, therefore, we reached the conclusion that hake 
as a genus had its ''birthplace" in the area known today as the Norwegian Sea. 
At that time the area was bound on its northern border by a land mass consisting 
of the fused continents of the Old and New Worlds. When, with the passage of time, 
the huge plate cracked and the components began to drift apart, a part of the hake 
population drifted with the New World and became American. The European hake, 
still barred on the north side by the temperature barrier, set out on a long voyage 
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south, along the Atlantic shores of Europe. One branch of this migration turned 

east into the Mediterranean, while the other continued along the shores of Africa 

right to its southern tip. At the same time the American hake also travelled south, 

until it reached the area of present-day Panama, then still submerged in at least 

two places. There it split into three parts. One branch moved north along the Pacific 

coast of North America, the other two continued to spread south along both sides of 

South America. The Antarctic was then still very close to that continent, Australia 

and New Zealand were still in the immediate vicinity of the Antarctic. The hake 

crossed the narrow straight separating South America from the Antarctic and reached 

both Australia and New Zealand. When these two lands finally drifted to their pre

sent position, they took the hake with them. Fish of this genus are no longer present 

in the Antarctic. They are also absent from Australia, though their presence there 

in the past is attested by the discovery of their fossilised otoliths. In New Zealand, 

on the other hand, an isolated population of hake has survived until the present 

day. The entire process of dispersal of hake took some 30 million years. 

The results of our work were already in the press, when we came across a paper 

written by a Japanese colleague, who had investigated exactly the same problem but 

used completely different indicators, drawn from the morphology of hake. His results 

and ours overlapped by almost 90%. This similarity of conclusions arrived at by 

different means suggests that they must be largely correct. 

You must have noticed that this lecture is being given off the cuff. This is entirely 

the fault of modern technology. My letter to the Academy requesting information 

about the form and, particularly, the length of this lecture was answered by fax. 

The lower half of the page looked as if it were written in Chinese characters, quite 

indecipherable. In consequence, I brought with me a prepared lecture twice as long 

as the one the you have heard. It had to be abandoned and I had to prepare a new 

one last night. I realise that it has not been as fluent as one would have liked and 

I ask for your indulgence. 

This talk was intended to show my overwhelming interest in parasites of fishes. 

I do not know whether it succeeded. In any case, it is time to finish. As a fitting 

end, I would like to present to the library of this Academy - and I hope I may now 

call it my Academy - my book on parasitic copepods. It almost broke the handle 

of my suitcase on the way from Canada. Its weight makes up for what it lacks in 

scientific weight. 

Thank you very much for being such patient listeners. 

Subsequently, letters and telegrams with congratulations to the Honorary Doctor 

were read, including a letter from His Excellency Peter J.A. Hancock, the Ambassa

dor of Canada in Poland. 
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List of new parasitic species r.amed in honour of Professor Kabata 

1. Capilla,ria kabatai 1963 (Great Britain)

2. Kabataia ostorhinchi 1972 (USSR)

3. Urocleidoides kabatai 1963 (Canada and Hungary)

4. Congericola kabatai 1975 (New Zealand)

5. Chloromyxum kabatai 1977 (USA)

6. Lepeoopheirus kabatai 1977 (USA)

7. Kudoa kabatai 1979 (USSR)

8. Lepeophtheirus zbigniewi 1981 (Chile)

9. Kabataella indica 1983 (India)

10. Kabatarina pattersoni 1989 (Great Britain+ USA)

1 L Lemaeenicus kabatai 1989 (South Africa)

12. Bobkabata kabatabobbus 1990 (Canada+ USA)

13. Albionella kabatai 1990 (USA, Japan)

14. Neobrachiella kabatai 1991 (Peru)

15. Caligus kabatae 1992 (USA)

Z. KABATA - LIST OF PUBLICATIONS.

1. 1957. Note on II new host of M�us � Parasitoiogy, 47:165-168.
2. -- � ootmia n.sp., 11 hitherto undescribed parasite of the haddock (Glldw �m L.).

J. mar. biol. As.,. U.K., 36:569-592.
3. 1958. � olltum n.sp.; its biology and its effects on the haddock. Mar. Res. Scot., 1958 (No. 3),

26 pp. 
4. �- V� � Malm, 1860: a rme p8lllSitic copepod. Ann. Mag. nat. Hist. (ser. 13),

1:331-335. 
5. 1959. A rnonogenetic trematode new to the British fauna. Nature, Lond., 183 (No. 4659):481.
6. -- Ecology of the genus AClill� Oakley (Copepoda parllSiiica). J. mar. biol. Ass. U.K.,

38:249-262. 
7. �- On two little-known Microsporidia of m!!rlne fishes. Pllrssitology, 49:309-315.
8. -- (1960). V� � (Copepoda parllSiiics): taxonomic review and other notes. Ann.

Mag. nat. Hist. (ser. 13), 2:731-735. 
9. 1960. Observatiom on C!.!ffllllm (Copepoda) parmsitic on some British Gtididae. Crustaceans, 1( 4):342-352.

10. -- On the sp.ectficity of� (Copepoda pamitica). Ann. Mag. nat. Hist. (ser. 13), 3:133-139.
11. -- (1961). On two myxosporidian pru:llSites of m!!rlne fishes, including one new species (Cemtomyn

��. Ann. Mag. nat. Hist. (ser. 13), 3:305-308. 
12. 1961. A new genw and species of trematode parmsitic in� fabridi (Sundeval), a deep-sea fish.

Proc. zool. Soc. Lond., 136:285-292. 
13. -- � � (L.), a parasitic copepod from the European and the American shores

of the Atlantic. CrusttlCemla, 2(3):243-249. 
14. -- (De Silva, P.H.D.H. and Z. Ksbats). A new genw and species of leech p8lssitic on ��

p� (Malm.), the long rough dab. Proc. zool. Soc. Lond., 136:331-341. 
15. -- (Kabata Z., and T.E. Bowman) Revision of T� � Wilson, 1915 (Copepoda,

Lemaoopodidse). Crustaceana, 3(2):120-126. 
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16 •. -- On two myxosporidian parasites of marine fish"3, including one new species (Ceratomyxa 
tenuispora). Annals and Magazine of Natural History, ser. 13, vol. iii, p. 305, May, 1960. Published 
20(1)1961. 

17. 1962. The mouth and the mouth-parts of� lmmcliiaJhl (L.), a parasitic copepod. Crustace811a,
3(4):311-317. 

18. 1962. Five new species of Myxosporidia from marine fishes. Parasitology, 52:177-186.
19. -- The parasitic copepod Clnella fflJllata (Krdyer, 1838), with the description of the malee �

ceana, 4(2):107-117. 
20. -- A Pacific record for Lemmthropw oomum Kirtisinghe, 1937, a parasitic copepoo. C�

4( 4) :320-321. 
21. 1963. C1avella (Copepoda) parasitic on British Gadidae: one species or several? Crust11cean11, 5(1):64-74.
22. -- The free-swimming stage of Lenweeniew! (Copepoda parasitica). Crustaceana, 5(3):181-187.
23. -- A new species- of Chtre.ll!i (Copepoda, Lemaeopodidae) from South Atlantic. Crustaceana,

5(4):257-262. 
24. -- The second antenna in the taxonomy of Clavellinae (Copepoda, Lemaeopodidae). Crustaceana, 

6(1):5-14. 
25. -- New host record for� lmci. (Bassett-Smith, 1896). Crustaceana, 6(2):159-160.
26. -- Incidence of coccidioses in Scottish herring. J. Cons. explor. mer. 28(2):201-210.
27. -- Parasites as biological tags. Spee. PubL inst. Comm. Nthw. Atlant. Fish., No. 4:31-37.
28. 1964. Clavelma eirwginata (Krc,jyer, 1837): morphological study of a parasitic copepod. Crustaceana,

7(1):1-lOd 
29. -- The morphology and the taxonomy of � � (Kr�yer, 1863) (Copepoda, Lemaeopodi·

dae). Crustaceana, 7(2):103-112. 
30. -- Redescription of Lemae!ipooa centroocyllii Hansen, 1923 (Copepoda: Lemaeopodidae). J. Fish.

Res. Bd. Can., 21(4):681-689. 
31. -- Revision of the genus Cb.ilropinwi Kr4yer, 1863 (Copepoda: Lemaeopodidae). Vidensk. Meddr

dansk. naturh. Foren., 127:85-112. 
32. -- (1965). On the adult and juvenile stages of Vmbenioowia � (Heegall!rd, 1962) (Copepoda,

Lemaeopodidae) from Australian waters. Proc. Linn. Soc. N.S.W., 89(2):257-267. 
33. 1965. Andropoda, a new genus of Lernaeopodidae (Copepoda) from the gills of Lrunpm lWl!ll (Gmelin).

Crustaceana, 8(2):213-221. 
34. -- Lernaeocera (Copepoda) parasitic on ling (Molva elongata Otto). Crustaceana, vol. 9 Part 1, 1965.
35. -- Systematic position of the copepod � cimi:ropruci. Proc. zool. Soc. Lond.,

144(3):351-360. 
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